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Handwritten documents by literary giants such as Walter Scott and Robert Burns have always been much sought after. It is not surprising that they have attracted the interest of forgers. That’s the subject of our curator Dr Ralph McLean’s fascinating exploration into the murky world of ‘Antique’ Smith, a full-time forger in the Edinburgh of the late 19th century. Smith made a successful living from his deceit until he was uncovered as a forger in a letter he had written in the hand of Robert Burns.

You can also join in the debate on pages 21 – 23 on whether or not exams are harder now than they were in the past. Stewart McRobert delves into our extensive collection of past papers to see if he can find the answer. Take a look and see if you can answer the selection of questions we’ve picked out.

And there’s a surprise in store at our collaborative exhibition with Abbotsford House, Sir Walter Scott’s splendid Borders home. What is surprising is the content, which reveals Sir Walter’s role as a prolific reviewer and literary critic. As curator David McClay explains on p.28, the poet and novelist also reviewed works by Mary Shelley, Jane Austen, Lord Byron and many more. He even anonymously reviewed his own work – unsurprisingly, it was both the harshest he wrote as well as the harshest he received.

I hope you enjoy your latest issue of Discover and look forward to seeing you at the Library over the spring.

Dr John Scally, National Librarian
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Recently, a short reel of film from my father’s side of the family came to light, of his sister’s wedding in Berlin in the summer of 1939. Watching it, you are immediately transported to another era. Moving image is like that. It is a medium that immediately captures life in all of its forms. When we watch film our memories come to life right in front of our very eyes. Film is powerful and can make an impact on anyone.

Many people associate the Library with millions of books but the National Library of Scotland also has an internationally significant moving image archive that dates back over 100 years to the early days of film and captures every aspect of Scottish life. From industry to social history, gala days to amateur home videos of family life and special occasions, it is a collection that children, students, families, communities, film enthusiasts and even the general ‘passer-by’ can relate to and learn from. It is one of our treasures and that is why in late 2016 we will open new premises in Glasgow with our national Moving Image Archive as its centrepiece.

Scotland’s Moving Image Archive deserves a home that merits its international status and significance and more importantly where everyone can access it. Located in the Kelvin Hall building in the west of the city, the public will also have the opportunity to access our extensive digital collections including maps, books, music and manuscripts in electronic format. Once complete, you will be able to discover the archive through a dynamic video wall, through curated show reels, and through our curiosity chests to draw the visitor in, encouraging you to look further.

We are part of a £30m development of Kelvin Hall with fellow partners Glasgow Life, The University of Glasgow (The Hunterian) and Glasgow Museums. This will be the first time the National Library of Scotland will have had a presence in the country’s largest city. We have received substantial support from the Scottish Government and some very generous philanthropists. We are now looking to the public to help us raise the final £100,000 to complete this project.

To be part of this development, go to www.nls.uk/support-nls/kelvin-hall or for more information contact Loïs Wolffe, Head of Development, lwolffe@nls.uk or 0131 623 3735.
NEW VIEWER LETS YOU SEE THE PAST

Collaboration with Historic Environment Scotland has resulted in a new split-screen view of how land was used.

The National Library of Scotland has recently collaborated with Historic Environment Scotland to produce a new land-use viewer, allowing you to compare detailed mapping of land use in the 1930s with the present day.

The new viewer reveals how striking the changes were in Scotland’s land use during the 20th century. For example, in parts of Dumfries and Galloway, it shows the massive afforestation through the work of the Forestry Commission in the post-war era, as well as more subtle changes at the local level. The extent of arable land has grown, with some reclamation of former moorland, and many towns have expanded.

Elsewhere in Scotland, there have been other dramatic changes, with new hydro-electric reservoirs in the Highlands, and far less farmland in the central belt as roads and towns have taken over.

The colouring on the maps follows that of the original Land Utilisation Survey maps in the 1930s (on the left), with green for meadows and permanent grass, brown for arable land, yellow for heathland and moorland, green for forests and woodland, and red or purple for urban areas or gardens.

View the new land use split-screen viewer at: maps.nls.uk/projects/landuse

A map of Newbigging farm has recently undergone extensive treatment by Lynn Teggart from the Collections Care team. The map is part of the Bartholomew Collection and it dates from 1864. The complex damage included large tears, discoloured varnish, brittle linen layer, planar distortions and heavy surface dirt. The treatment undertaken was a success. The linen and varnish layers were removed and the object was washed, resulting in a reduction of discolouration. Calcium hydroxide was applied to minimise further acidity developing. The map was then lined onto Japanese paper and placed in a customised box.

150 year old map restored
From bees to Hollywood

Did you know that the National Library of Scotland has its own blog?

The online service features blogs about the work and collections of the Library with pieces written by a selection of our curators, subject experts and guest bloggers.

One recent article guides users towards the Library’s new 3D map viewer which allows readers to explore the map collection from a bird’s eye perspective.

Other blogs available include a natural history of bees (did you know there are more than 20,000 species of bee?) and a tale of excitement at Hollywood legend Martin Scorsese agreeing to support the Library’s Moving Image Archive.

Spend some time reading through the interesting goings-on at the Library and more importantly, enjoy!

To read our blogs, visit blog.nls.uk

TINY BOOK HAS VERY BIG STORY TO TELL

The medieval manuscript is 700 years old

The Library has acquired a manuscript written in Scotland 700 years ago, in its most important medieval acquisition for 30 years.

The early 14th century Breviary, from Sweetheart Abbey near Dumfries, is an extremely rare example of a medieval religious manuscript that was both written and used in Scotland.

The manuscript is an entire volume and is in remarkably good condition. It consists of 200 vellum leaves and contains the text for many of the monastic prayers used each year in medieval Scotland.

The Breviary’s whereabouts were unknown for some 300 years, until it recently came on the open market at an auction in Vienna.

“We are delighted to have made this significant addition to the national collection,” said National Librarian Dr John Scally. “It is a rare survival that will shed new light on our collective past.”

The Library acknowledges the generous assistance of, and contributions from, The Friends of the National Libraries, The Soutar Trust, The National Library of Scotland Foundation, and the B. H. Breslauer Foundation in the purchase of this manuscript, and for their prompt decision-making in making these contributions.

National Library of Scotland members can access hundreds of manuscripts online at www.nls.uk
Famous face seeks inspiration at Library

Monty Python star Terry Gilliam paid a special visit to the Library in February to find inspiration in some early editions of Don Quixote.

The director, animator, actor, writer and founding member of Monty Python’s Flying Circus has been trying to turn Miguel de Cervantes’ legendary story into a film for the past 25 years.

Gilliam viewed some early editions of the novel, which was first published in 1605. He took a look at early Spanish editions from 1610, the first English translations from around 1620, and illustrated copies in a number of different languages.

“This shows how important Quixote has been over many, many years,” he said.

“To see an early Spanish edition that was once owned by a Scottish nobleman is fascinating and shows how sought after it was.”

Gilliam was visiting Edinburgh to reveal a 10-metre long illuminated neon-effect quotation from Don Quixote as part of the ‘Words on the Street’ art installation project being run by Edinburgh UNESCO City of Literature Trust.

Terry Gilliam pictured with a French translation of Don Quixote
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The legacy of a slain advocate

Curator’s Choice – Robert L Betteridge, Rare Books Curator

‘Some curious bookes for their library’: the books of Robert Park, Advocate

Just over 13 months after Robert Park breathed his last on the floor of his chambers in Glasgow, his former colleagues at the Faculty of Advocates agreed to accept his small collection of books into their library in Edinburgh. Park’s collection, some of which he inherited from his minister father, consisted of 45 items but this modest number of books, mostly on law and history, is the second largest recorded accession of printed books from an individual received by the Advocates Library in the 17th century.

Two years previously, in 1692, Park had to prove to the Faculty of Advocates’ examiners that he was sufficiently qualified to become one of their number even though he had 15 years’ experience working in law. Park, like many of his peers, donated three books to the Library following his admission and in keeping with his bookish interests became a curator of the Library on 2 January 1694. He was also active outside the Faculty; he acted as Clerk of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland and, fatally, on 7 February 1694, was appointed Town Clerk of Glasgow.

It was on 19 October 1694, while Park was conducting business as Town Clerk of Glasgow, that he became involved in a heated argument with a Major James Menzies. Following the incident, Menzies fled the scene and was later killed resisting arrest. Menzies’s would-be captors were put on trial for, but acquitted of his murder, and the following extract of the court proceedings against them includes a description of Park’s death:

‘... the Major called the town- clerk a fool, and the clerk answered him, he was but an ass. Upon this the Major struck the clerk over the head with his cane, and the clerk returned a very severe blow with his fist. The company separated them, and the Major drew his sword, made a thrust at the clerk, who immediately cried out he was wounded, and clapped his hand on the wound; and, as he was going to another room, the deponent saw the clerk fall, and lie on the floor.’

Like other prospective advocates, Park had to pay entry money to gain admission to the Faculty and by his time this was set at 500 merks. He was also liable for a bond of another 500 merks (which is around £2,500 in today’s money) but in his brief career of approximately 18 months, Park would have had but little time in which to recoup his investment.

Therefore, Park’s mother petitioned the Faculty to accept his books in exchange for the bond and the minutes of 23 November 1695 record that ‘the Faculty were well satisfied with the said books’.

Since 1925 the books have been divided between the National Library of Scotland and the Advocates Library which retained the volumes on law.

Q Park’s books have never been kept together as a collection but can be found by searching for Park, Robert as an author in the catalogue.
Our Scots Scriever Hamish MacDonald has been using Alexander Wilson prints as inspiration to write poetry for children. A selection of these poems is featured below...

HOULET
Houlet, Houlet fly by nicht
Poised for faintest sound or sight
By muneit knoll or shaddaen neuks
Wi clauts as sharpe as fishin heuks
Skimmer past on silent flicht
Houlet, Houlet fly by nicht

CROSSBILL
The Crossbill is a bonny bird
An she sings wi a guid Scots tongue
Jip-jip-jip
A’ ll gie ye gip
Gin ye meddle wi me nor ma young
The Crossbill is a brawlike bird
She dines on the cones an nits
Her neb is unique
Wi a crossower cleek
An the heich pine croon’s whaur she flits
The Crossbill’s a homefarin bird
An she trills her plaintive sang
By the hilltaps o Straloch
Or by wild foamin Falloch
Contentit tae bide saison lang

THE HERON
The Heron stalks the lane streams
Feedin on minnas an fisherman’s dreams
Stieve as a statue
Seelent an slee
He’ll ding wi his spear in the blink o an ee
As wide–eened puddock pechs for a braith
Then oars tae the deep tae avoid certain daith
Through fairy–moss tendril

HOULET
(pictured above)
is the Houlet wi clauts as sharpe as fishin heuks

CROSSBILL
(pictured top right)
is the Crossbill, she dines on the cones an nits

The heron flies hame wi a richt puggeit straik
High up in the branches tae skrauch an tae skraik
In the heronry clachan
Crack news o the day
An tell tales o yins that got away

THE BIG RID FLAMINGO
The Big Rid Flamingo has lang spirle shanks
Circus stilt–walker o mudflats an banks
Skinny malink neck, souple an lean
Bricht bonnie feathers wi cramasie sheen
Howks in the glaur wi its muckle strang neb
Tae find gustie morsels that dwall in the ebb
Like a sieve in its mou that is awmaist complete
It’ll filter aff shrimps an sic braw things tae eat
For grace an yet gangliness
An pure lang–necked dangliness
The Big Rid Flamingo is gey hard tae beat.
Over 800 years of Scotland’s story
Imagine your delight if you bought your very own copy of a poem by Robert Burns written in his hand. Imagine your horror if you found out it was a fake and not worth the paper it was written on. This was the fate suffered by numerous collectors and manuscript hunters in Edinburgh in the 1880s and 1890s who all fell victim to the literary forgeries of Alexander Howland Smith.

Better known as ‘Antique’ Smith, for the mementos and curiosities that he often had about his person, he gained notoriety for forging hundreds of manuscripts of British literary and historical celebrities. Although rumours of increasing numbers of forged documents were rife in Edinburgh during the late 1880s, it was the appearance of a previously unpublished letter of Robert Burns in 1892 that thrust the issue of forgery into the limelight. Burns’s letter to Mr John Hill, Weaver caused consternation among locals in Cumnock who had no recollection of any such man. Soon experts were calling for the letter to be sent to the British Museum to assess its authenticity. The owner of the manuscript, James Mackenzie, defended it as genuine and claimed that he had the backing of ‘the most experienced critic known to exist’.

This critic was the Edinburgh bookseller James Stillie, who had operated his business in the city for decades. Stillie claimed to have known Walter Scott for over 50 years, which would have made him at least 107 – he was 88 at this point – and had seen enough manuscripts in his time to pronounce with authority on those which.

When Alexander Howland Smith was fired he turned to forgery. But it wasn’t long before he was found out, writes Ralph McLean

THE FORGERY

The image below shows an ‘Antique’ Smith forgery of a Robert Burns poem. This is only one of hundreds that he forged. Turn over the page to see a genuine version – can you spot the difference?

Continues overleaf
were genuine. Despite this, Stillie sold 202 manuscripts to the American banker John Kennedy of which, after the British Museum had examined them, 201 were found to be spurious.

Although Mackenzie and Stillie were knee-deep in the forgeries flooding Edinburgh it was clear that neither of them were the actual forgers. The forger was ‘Antique’ Smith, a former copying clerk at the firm of Thomas Ferrier, who was a nephew of the writer Susan Ferrier. Smith later claimed that he had found his horde of manuscripts while working for Ferrier who had asked him to dispose of unwanted documents. In reality, Smith had been fired from the firm for stealing cheques.

In order to provide himself with an income Smith turned to forgery full time. He bought up volumes of old printed books from which he then removed the blank flysheets to obtain period-specific paper.

He created his forged documents freehand, rather than tracing originals. To give his manuscripts the appearance of age he would dip them in weak tea, and sometimes rub dirt into them to add to the effect.

Although the forgeries had fooled a great number of people, experts were able to detect them by a number of methods. Sometimes the errors were obvious, for example, a letter by Burns dated 1797 (a year after his death). Sometimes historical investigation proved that events in the letters could not have taken place as they were described. Handwriting experts were able to find similarities in the forged manuscripts which indicated that they had more than likely been composed by one hand. Even the paper, which Smith was so careful to source, was unlike that used by Burns and Scott.

Thanks to the efforts of the Edinburgh Evening Dispatch, which conducted a thorough investigation into the forgeries, Smith was arrested in December 1892 and stood trial in June 1893. Forging the documents was not actually a crime, but attempting to sell them as genuine most certainly was.

This led to a bizarre defence by Smith’s lawyers who suggested that the booksellers knew the manuscripts were forged. If this was the case then Smith could not be guilty. With the evidence weighed against him though, Smith was indeed found guilty and sentenced to one year in prison.

However, the judge decided on leniency as it was quite clear from the trial that Smith did not act alone and could only have flourished as he did with the help of others.

Today we still do not know how many ‘Antique’ Smith forgeries are out there lurking in collections of manuscripts. Ironically, once the plague of the collector, Smith’s manuscripts are now highly collectable in their own right.

To give his manuscripts the appearance of age he would dip them in weak tea, and sometimes rub dirt into them to add to the effect.